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1

1

Introduction
to Action
Research

Action research: “A disciplined process of inquiry conducted by and for
those taking the action. The primary reason for engaging in action
research is to assist the actor in improving or refining his or her
actions.”

—Sagor (2000)

WHY CONDUCT ACTION RESEARCH?

Listening to politicians and policy makers, one might conclude that the
consumers of education—parents, students, and their future employers—
are those most passionate about school improvement. While the general
public is clearly interested in school reform, no group of people are more
emotional and passionate about promoting universal student success than
classroom teachers. Most days, even the most celebrated teachers, who are
teaching the highest-achieving students, leave their classrooms frustrated,
feeling that despite their best efforts, each individual student didn’t
progress as far as he or she might. The ritual is replayed on a regular basis;
exhausted teachers driving home every day wondering why things hadn’t
gone better and then hoping against hope that tomorrow would be a
better day.
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2 THE ACTION RESEARCH GUIDEBOOK

I’ve yet to meet the teacher who didn’t enter the profession with a com-
mitment to helping every one of their students prosper. Andy Hargreaves
(1991) has insightfully pointed out that the greatest emotional turmoil faced
by contemporary teachers is guilt. This guilt grows from the realization that
they seem unable to generate the level of student success they desire. It is
clear to anyone familiar with today’s schools that this guilt syndrome, the
debilitating experience of continually falling short of your own high expec-
tations, isn’t the result of a lack of commitment, caring, or intellect.

Several things conspire to keep educators in this chronic state of falling
short. One is the high expectations that teachers, parents, and society set.
There is no question that the higher the bar, the greater the pressure. But no
one who cares about youth would want to set the bar lower. Nevertheless,
while we pursue high expectations, we should acknowledge that the goal
of universal student success, a dream held by most educators and an expec-
tation now codified through state and federal regulations, has never been
realized on a large scale. To my knowledge, in the history of humankind,
no community has ever succeeded in getting all its children to high levels
of performance on meaningful standards—which is the current expectation
throughout North America. Therefore, not only are today’s educators pur-
suing lofty goals, but they are being pushed to travel where no one has
traveled before. And many of them feel they have been abandoned in this
wilderness without a guidebook, a map, or a recipe.

Besides having to meet their own and society’s high expectations,
there are two other significant factors that contribute to chronic educator
frustration:

• The complexity of teaching and learning
• The way teacher work is organized

The good news is that both of these contributing factors can be addressed
while we advance on the goal of universal student success.

THE COMPLEXITY OF
ROUTINE INSTRUCTIONAL DECISIONS

Any problem, be it personal, social, or scientific, can be expressed in the
form of a mathematical equation. Arriving at a solution requires giving
consideration to all potential possibilities and probabilities. Every variable
(factor) involved in the decision needs to be considered in light of (and
multiplied by) each of the other variables. For example, when I am decid-
ing what I should wear to work on Thursday, the decision-making equa-
tion that expresses this problem is

(A) × (B) × (C) × (D) = X

A = Shirt choices

B = Pants choices
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Let’s assume the answer to the example given was,

Yes, teacher feedback influences student motivation.

Would you say that this answer provides enough direction for you to
plan your next steps and it would inform your future professional action?
Probably not. This is because the simple “yes” answer neither illustrated
how and why teacher feedback influenced student motivation nor how dif-
ferent forms of feedback might have differentially influenced motivation.

Do ask open-ended questions, where a large number of potential answers may sur-
face (such as, What are the relationships of different forms of feedback to
changes in student performance?).

102 THE ACTION RESEARCH GUIDEBOOK

Significant Aspects of Theory

1. That there be two projects

2. That Project 1 grows from the previous quarter’s work

3. That Project 2 involves multimedia

4. That students develop ownership of projects

5. That students spend a week with Ms. Johnson

6. That students develop skills and confidence with multimedia

7. That students be randomly regrouped

8. That each group designs its work plan

9. That I teach the rubric

10. That the groups do self-assessments

11. That formative feedback occurs

12. That class presentations occur

13. That adequate time is provided for group work

14. That students learn to be contributors to group work

15. That students produce quality multimedia projects

Significant Relationships

1. The relationship between one week with Ms. Johnson and the development
of student skills and confidence with multimedia

2. The relationship between group design of the work plans and groups taking
ownership of their topics

3. The relationship between random regrouping of the students and the devel-
opment of each group’s work plans

4. The relationship between group self-assessments and the provision of for-
mative feedback

5. The relationship between formative feedback and learning how to contribute
to meaningful cooperative work

Figure 6.5 Significant Aspects of Theory and Significant Relationships
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